The Way:

an unspoken law heeded by all creatures
creatures..
Take what you need, but never waste what you take.
For eons all have followed this sacred trust...
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The
T
h Way of the Forest is the story of a happy
and
an prosperous tribe of People who have lived
for
fo generations in harmony with the land, the
plants,
p
and the animals. Upon awakening one
morning,
m
they discover that everything they
have
h always depended upon to survive has
disappeared.
d
All the animals have departed,
and
a the plants will no longer oˎer sustenance.
Facing
F
the threat of starvation, no one knows
what has happened, or what to do. Taking it upon themselves to
discover the truth, two young warriors – a boy and girl from the tribe –
embark upon an epic journey to learn what has befallen their People.

“. . . a wonderful tale of the connection
between humans and our natural world . . .”
—MISSY SCHENCK, co-owner, Green River Preserve

www.thewayoftheforest.com
H AWK HURST – author, storyteller, musician, craftsman and educator
For more than two decades, storyteller Hawk Hurst
has brought to life the wonders and wisdom of
ancient cultures, offering his educational programs to
audiences of all ages across the country and around
the globe. An accomplished naturalist and master
craftsman, he personally creates many of the Native
American-style flutes and drums used during his
performances. Hawk is an eight-time recording artist
and the author of two children’s books, The Story of
the First Flute and his latest, The Way of the Forest.
He and his wife live in Charleston, South Carolina
where they operate Merhaven Bed no Breakfast.
Visit www.hawkhurstflutes.com for more information about booking
Hawk Hurst for classes, performances, school programs, book signings
and other appearances, or e-mail hawk@hawkhurstflutes.com.

